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Sergei Zhukov (b. 1951)

 Piano Concerto ‘Silentium’ 
1 Part I 8.56
2 Part II 6.57
3 Part III 8.36
4 Part IV 9.07
5 Part V                 4.11

 Eleonora Bekova, piano
 Karelia State Symphony Orchestra
 conducted by Marius Stravinsky

 Violin Concerto ‘Angel’s Day’ 
6 'Morning Touch' 8.20
7 'Messenger'  7.14
8 'Vespers' 11.44
9 'Night Flight' 10.19

 Elvira Bekova, violin
 Moscow State Symphony Orchestra
 conducted by Konstantin Krimets

Total playing time 75.19
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Eleonora Bekova is a virtuoso pianist who possesses an exceptional talent for playing in
chamber ensemble. She is intensely musical in a way which is true to the Russian tradition,
whilst playing with a timbre and expression which is uniquely her own. Eleonora Bekova
premiered Zhukov’s Piano Concerto in concert with the Moscow State Symphony Orchestra,
conducted by Vladimir Ponkin in 2001.

Elvira Bekova gave her international debut performing the finale of Khachaturian’s Violin
Concerto with the Armenian State Orchestra at the age of fifteen. Igor Bezrodny invited Elvira
to join his class at the Moscow Conservatory after hearing her play the Paganini concerto in
Kazakhstan. Elvira was the first Kazakh student to be awarded a gold medal in the 1971
Paganini competition. Her distinguished career began with the Brahms and Sibelius
concertos under the baton of Bezrodny. Elvira recorded Mukhamedjanov's Violin Concerto,
which is dedicated to her. The title ‘Honoured Artist of Kazakhstan’ has been conferred on
Elvira. She premiered Zhukov's ‘Angel's Day’ concerto at the 2004 Moscow Autumn Festival.
Elvira created the Masterclass of Music, Citerna in Central Italy with her sister, cellist Alfia and
pianist Sergey Bezrodny, whose father was her teacher.

The Bekova Trio achieved critical acclaim as being in the first rank of chamber ensembles and
Bekova Trio CD recordings are played by radio stations around the world, having been
judged to be among the finest CDs by BBC Music Magazine and Gramophone. The Bekova
Trio premiered and recorded Sergei Zhukov’s Triple Concerto Grosso with the Orchestra Den
Haag.

http://www.eleonorabekovamusic.com/

http://www.felcinobianco.com/elvira/Elvira_Bekova_01.htm
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mystery is transformed into a concrete church service, at which the Angel is present and
which he leads, singing of earthly sorrow.

4 ‘Night Flight’. This is the most colourful part of the concerto, a fantastic scherzo-finale,
with allusions to Glinka's Marche Chermomor, and also to Prokofiev's 7th Symphony. An
additional clue to its aspiration and intent may be discerned in the presence of a theme
from Schoenberg's Verklärte Nacht (Transfigured Night). The message is essentially
optimistic, an attempt to reconcile opposites and to bring about the harmonisation of man
with the cosmos.

Text from a translation of the Russian by Olga Bugrova
Based on notes that accompanied the original release.
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The Ukrainian composer, Sergei Zhukov (b. 1951) began his musical training at the
Zhitomir Music College, graduating from the Department of Composition in 1973. He then
moved to Moscow and studied at the Moscow State Conservatory, graduating in 1978.
He continued his studies, completing a postgraduate degree in composition in 1980,
studying with Professor Mikhail Chulaki. While still a student, he received a special prize
from the Soviet Union of Composers for his work Dramatic Triptych (1978). Zhukov is an
eclectic composer, having produced a large catalogue of chamber, choral, orchestral and
theatrical works. He has placed particular emphasis on the genre of the concerto.

Zhukov composed three concertos for piano, violin and cello, which he dedicated to each
of the Khazak Nakipbekova sisters (The Bekova Trio). This series of concertos earned him
the Music Review award of 'Composer of the Year' in 2002.

 (2001). Zhukov had in his mind not only Eleonora Bekova's
skills as a soloist but also her psychological profile. “Eleonora is able to be in deep
meditation at the same time as she is performing at the piano. She can simultaneously
express sound and silence”. The theme of the concerto is that special relationship
between sound and silence.

‘Silentium’ stems from the 1910 poem by the Jewish poet, Osip Mandelstam.

She who has not yet been born
Is both word and music
And so the imperishable link
Between everything living.

The sea's chest breathes calmly
But the mad day sparkles
And the foam's pale lilac
In its bowl of turbid blue.

May my lips attain
The primordial muteness,
Like a crystal-clear sound
Immaculate since birth!

Remain foam, Aphrodite,
And - word - return to music,
And fused with life's core,
Heart be ashamed of heart!
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Part I is a detailed introduction and the foundation of the composition, opening with 20
seconds of silence from the performers. This habitation of silence alongside sound is like
hovering in space following a gentle push and gradually coming to rest with improvised
samples of various textures reaching the heights of the dramatic scale, avoiding
appeasement until over- excitement, and finally returning to silence, or more precisely, to
the poetic image of silence. This occurs in each Part.

Part II expresses an attack of sound on the silence, using a vigorous toccata performance,
starting with a dialogue between piano and drums. An ostinato rhythm binds the details
of the orchestral textures firmly and acts like gunpowder in a series of explosions,
expanding the sound-space. A second toccata invasion wave is produced by beats from
the timpani, like an evil scherzo which produces an even more vigorous crescendo. At its
peak the second wave turns into a pantheistic hymn which is in keeping with the
programme as well as the second stanza of Mandelstam's poem.

Part III expresses the image of silence as an embodiment of a celestial beauty, about
which the poet beseeches ‘Remain foam. Aphrodite’. This part of the concerto is in line
with the beginning in the sense that it also expresses studying or feeling the space.
However, the difference is that the space now is non-hostile. Therefore the 'means' of
research do not comprise previous clusters of sforzando and there are harmonic intervals
which appear at a slow pace at different heights, associated with calm chords which give
rise to smooth melodic lines.

Part IV constitutes the final development of the idea of concurrent destruction and
creation of sounds, declared in Part II which is associated with the emergence of the
ostinato rhythm. The abundance of tutti sounds, sharp accents and accentuated vortex
type of motion actually resembles Shiva's dance, continually destroying and reviving the
whole world.

Part V, Post Scriptum, akin to Part III, constitutes part of the figurative content. This is a
new incarnation of silence. Here is the outcrop of 'the source' concerto. It comprises

stanzas performed by the pianist. There is an additional refinement of the work's meaning.
Zhukov the composer causes the last stanzas to utter an almost prayerful appeal – ‘May
my lips attain’.

The was designed to fit the character of violinist, Elvira
Bekova, using her remarkable capacity to perform exactly according to the composer's
intention. It also reflects the theatrical style of the composer. The concerto, in many ways
eccentric, even carnival-like, also has pure moments of lyricism. This reflects Zhukov's
portrait of both the angel and the performer.

Although 'angel' derives from the Greek word for messenger, in the Christian, Jewish, and
Muslim religions angels are incorporeal creatures, whose purpose is to serve God, fighting
His enemies, glorifying Him and making His will known to His creation on earth. ‘Angel's
Day’ is presented in four parts, recalling the classical symphony: morning, noon, evening
and night.

1 ‘Morning Touch’ The main idea in this impressionist sound-world is related to the infinite
space between heaven and earth. The solo violin, stratospherically high, represents the
gentle singing of the angels. The theme, encouraged by the horns, is developed in the
orchestra and taken up by the strings, only to dissolve in a general chorus of ecstatic
sound in which, like the ethereal 'music of the spheres', the celesta can be heard gilding
the tune.

2 ‘Messenger’ A scherzo, light and very fast, the movement resembles a perpetuum
mobile, portraying the celestial cavalcade, headed by the flying violin. One is reminded of
the fairy music from Mendelssohn's A Midsummer Night's Dream, until twelve
sacramental chimes remind us that it is noon by the celestial angel's clock.

3 ‘Vespers’, marked Adagio, is the slow movement in the symphonic structure of this
concerto. Here the sense is not of heaven but of earthly things and the downward impulse
of the violin is matched in the orchestra. We are grounded, earthbound and abstract
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 Piano Concerto ‘Silentium’ 
1 Part I 8.56
2 Part II 6.57
3 Part III 8.36
4 Part IV 9.07
5 Part V                 4.11

 Eleonora Bekova, piano
 Karelia State Symphony Orchestra
 conducted by Marius Stravinsky

 Violin Concerto ‘Angel’s Day’ 
6 'Morning Touch' 8.20
7 'Messenger'  7.14
8 'Vespers' 11.44
9 'Night Flight' 10.19

 Elvira Bekova, violin
 Moscow State Symphony Orchestra
 conducted by Konstantin Krimets

  Total playing time 75.09


